Sonoma County Type 3 Wet Rotation Procedure

1. ECC determines the need to hire WET engines (type 3 only) from Sonoma County (ECC should provide a courtesy notification to Sonoma CAL FIRE BC’s).
2. ECC contacts REDCOM Supervisor to place the order for WET hire engines.
3. ECC supplies all known information to REDCOM Supervisor including, LNU incident number, Request number, reporting location and reporting time.
4. REDCOM Supervisor advises REDCOM Duty Chief of the pending request.
5. REDCOM Duty Chief consults the WET hire rotation list on the Sonoma Fire Chiefs website.
6. REDCOM Duty Chief advises REDCOM Supervisor which agencies need to contact the REDCOM Duty Chief to accept or decline the assignment.
7. Once the REDCOM Duty Chief confirms the agency(ies) accepting the assignment, the REDCOM Duty Chief will advise the REDCOM Supervisor of the agency(ies) accepting the assignment.
8. The REDCOM Supervisor will then contact the ECC and advise the ECC of the engine identifiers of the agency(ies) accepting the assignment.

Once an agency either accepts or denies a request to fill the assignment, the REDCOM Duty chief will rotate that agency to the bottom of the WET list. The REDCOM Duty Chief will also modify Active Status if necessary.

Agencies should be aware that hired engines can be placed anywhere in LNU and not specifically Sonoma County.

This process is subject to revision for improvement.